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Abstract—For 5G network softwarization, Software Defined
Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
have emerged as key technologies to enable efficient network
management. 5G network virtualization will allow multiple service
providers to share a single physical infrastructure offering an
abstraction between the user and physical resources. As we move
towards softwarized 5G networks, scalability issues, network per-
formance with respect to Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of
Experience (QoE) and QoE-aware resource management remain
less studied topics. In this paper, we adopt the SDN control
logic to perform an autonomic QoE-aware resource management
approach in virtualized 5G networks. We propose QoESoft, a
network softwarization strategy for multimedia streaming services
that performs a dynamic link and switch resources management
in softwarized 5G systems. With QoESoft, we aim to improve
user QoE for multimedia services through efficient monitoring
and adaptation of the average load of the substrate links and
switches and resource costs of mapped virtual links in 5G
networks. The performance of the proposed approach is analysed
in testbed environments. Preliminary results indicate that, QoESoft
achieves better performance than the compared baseline approach
in terms of link and switch resources utilization by 78% and
70% respectively. A video reception quality ratio metric and
visual inspection on the output video both confirmed significant
improvements in video QoE.

Keywords—SDN, Quality of Experience (QoE), 5G, QoE, Multi-
media Streaming Services, NFV. QoE Management, Video Quality

I. INTRODUCTION

The concepts underlying the development of the future mo-
bile/wireless networks have been explored in recent years with a
vision towards 5G systems [1]. 5G network softwarization using
Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) will provide the flexibility needed by
service providers, mobile network operators in adapting the
future dynamic market drivers (e.g., multimedia streaming
services - such as 4K/8K/12K, 360◦) [1], [2].

NFV and SDN promise to steer the ‘Softwarization’ of future
telecommunication [1] systems. This will radically change the
design of 5G networks and offer flexibility, reconfigurability
and programmability to support variety of use cases such as
multimedia streaming services. NFV in 5G will promote the
timely delivery of an End-to-End (E2E) services, reduce capital
expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expenditure (OPEX), and
enable network functions to be deployed dynamically. One or
multiple service providers in 5G networks will be able to create
Virtual Networks (VNs) and provide multimedia streaming
services to the end-users with high QoE by using Substrate

Networks (SNs). The SNs can be managed and controlled
by 5G Infrastructure Providers (InPs). However, as InPs can
host multiple VNs and support their complete isolation, an
outstanding challenge is how to allocate and manage resources
efficiently to multiple VNs. Traffic and network control is one
of the InP requirements in softwarized 5G networks.

SDN [2] has emerged as one of key technologies in soft-
warized 5G systems where the control logic of each VN can
run on the SDN controller rather than on physical switches [3].
Using SDN, each virtual link can be represented as a flow
and therefore be able to define a VN as a set of flow rules in
different switches [4]. However when a virtual flow is split into
multiple subflows in SDN environments, each subflow requires
new flow rules in each of the OpenFlow switches along the
substrate path. SDN switches store flow rules in a Ternary
Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) which is power hungry
and practically supports a limited size of 2k - 20k forwarding
rules [5], [6]. As stated in [5], a larger number of forwarding
flow rules in softwarized 5G network, along each substrate
delivery path, would increase the load at the controller and
SDN switches. 5G networks need to support and deliver high
video quality and sustained multimedia streaming services (e.g.,
360◦ videos, video gaming, 4K/8K/12K). Switch memory to
support streaming services is expensive and power hungry [6]
so giving management considerations to both link and switch
resources is necessary in softwarized 5G networks. For such an
approach, a Substrate Network Provider (SNP) could provide a
common substrate to support a number of virtual 5G networks.
These VNs, implemented by virtual nodes connected through
virtual links, in turn would provide a range of different services
including multimedia streaming services in softwarized 5G
networks.

In this paper, we extend the QoE-softwarized architecture for
5G that we introduced in [2] and propose QoESoft, a network
softwarization approach for multimedia streaming services that
performs a dynamic link and switch resources management in
softwarized 5G networks. We extend the idea introduced in
[2] and perform real-time video streaming experiments using
Mininet and POX controller. Different from other approaches
that only consider link resources (e.g., bandwidth) [7], [8], our
approach takes into account the VN resource costs as well
as node resources (memory). We implement a QoE-sdnFlow
manager and QoE-sdnFlow monitor entities as an extension
to the POX controller [5] for managing the end-user’s QoE



and monitoring the average load of the substrate links and
switches and resource costs of mapped virtual links. The QoE-
sdnFlow manager is able to modify (adds and/or deletes) flow
rules in switches using the information provided by the arrivals
and departures of VN requests during video streaming. Note
that, the VN requests arrive and depart in a dynamic manner.
Such a dynamic QoE-aware resource management leads to
better resource utilization efficiency that translates to delivering
multimedia services in 5G systems with high QoE [9].

Due to the dynamic arrival of VN requests, some virtual
flows would utilize more resources during the mapping process
of VN nodes and links to SN nodes and links. However, when
some VNs migrate, more efficient flows can be established
leading to an efficient delivery of high quality services to
end-users. Our proposal seeks to empower mobile operators
and SPs who are eager to deliver quality multimedia ser-
vices through an autonomic software life-cycle management
approach in 5G systems. Our innovative approach overcomes
the key QoE provisioning limitations in traditional networks
such as (1) network management complexity, (2) lack of
fine-grain control of networks and suboptimal utilization of
resources, (3) static nature of current networks (which are
unable to dynamically adapt to changing multimedia services,
network transmission/traffic or end-user’s demand) and (4)
manual configuration and provisioning of many QoS tools. The
contributions of this paper are three-fold:
• We present a dynamic QoE-aware resource management

mechanism ”QoESoft” for future multimedia streaming
services in softwarized 5G networks.

• We implement a QoE-sdnFlow manager and QoE-
sdnFlow monitor entities introduced in our previous work
[2]. These entities are extended to the POX controller for
monitoring and managing the average load of the substrate
links and switches and resource costs of mapped virtual
links in 5G networks.

• We present preliminary results to show the credibility and
innovation of the ”QoESoft” approach through experi-
ments based on Dynamic Adaptive Video Streaming over
HTTP (DASH).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we describe re-
lated works in section II. The resource management problem in
SDN-based virtualized 5G networks is described in section III.
We introduce the QoE-aware dynamic resource management
proposal in section IV. Section V presents the network model
and a QoE-aware resource management algorithm for soft-
warized 5G networks while section VI presents the performance
and evaluation of our proposal. Finally, section VII concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The QoE management of future multimedia services in
SDN–based virtualized networks for 5G is an active research
topic [2], [3], [10]. The reactive VN resource management
techniques for dynamic resource management in virtualized
networks are presented in [7]. To control migration costs, the

VN reconfiguration scheme migrates a single/multiple node(s)
and its associated VN links in a condition of a failed mapping
but without considering the switch loading. A selective VN
reconfiguration approach that prioritizes the reconfiguration for
overloaded VNs is presented in [8]. Feng et al. [11] propose
a fair allocation and a price-based joint allocation model in
SDN. The proposed approach can guarantee the fairness of
network resource allocation and minimize the mean delay time.
The resource management mechanism in the SDN control is
proposed in [4] where the mapping of VN to SN is dynamically
achieved based on network status. However these works do
not consider the QoE aspects in the context of 5G networks.
Barakabitze et al. [2] introduce a QoE-softwarized architecture
for managing future multimedia services in 5G networks using
SDN and NFV. Different SDN strategies regarding traffic
predictions, load balancing, radio resource allocation and user
density predictions in 5G networks are analysed in [3]. We note
also that these works do not consider the QoE-aware resource
management of link and switch and the cost of VN resources
in softwarized 5G networks. Our aim is to improve the QoE of
the delivered multimedia streaming services through efficient
and flexible mechanisms for controlling and managing all the
available network resources in a softwarized 5G systems. To the
best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to study
the dynamic resource management in softwarized 5G networks
by taking into account the end-user’s QoE.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DESCRIPTION

A. E2E 5G network video streaming use case

Fig. 1 illustrates an E2E 5G network video streaming use
case scenario on an SDN/NFV network. A chain of VNFs
provide supports to the network bandwidth and high quality
expectations from users for different multimedia streaming
services (e.g., Video on Demand (VoD)). The user’s video
request is transported across these Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs). Depending on the user’s request, the VNFs formulate
a service graph to establish the VNFs Fowarding Graph (VNF-
FG). The VNF-FG shows the graph of logical links connecting
VNF nodes for the purpose of describing the traffic flow
between these VNFs. The VNF-FG is stored in the VNFs’
database (DB). There remains a challenge to manage link and
switch resources for virtual 5G networks that are mapped to
substrate 5G networks with consideration towards maintaining
the user’s QoE.
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Fig. 1: End-to-end 5G multimedia streaming use case scenario



B. Virtual Network Assignment Problem Description
We describe the virtual to substrate network mapping prob-

lem using an example of a network shown in Fig. 2. Consider
the virtual network ABC that is to be mapped onto substrate
SDN network {S1→S2→S3→S4→S5→S6}. To achieve this,
each virtual switch i ∈ (A,B,C) is mapped to the substrate
SDN OpenFlow switch m ∈ {S1→S2→S3→S4→S5→S6}
with enough memory and connected links of sufficient band-
width to support the virtual links. This mapping is made
possible and accomplished using the node and link assignment
as explained in the next subsections. However, such an assign-
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Fig. 2: Proposed QoE-aware dynamic resources management
in softwarized 5G networks

ment of virtual nodes and links to the corresponding substrate
nodes and links would cause problems to a softwarized 5G
network. Consider an assignment of virtual links AB and AC to
substrate paths {S1→S6→S2} and {S1→S6→S4} respectively
with substrate switch S6 being the bridging point of multimedia
flows. Such an assignment requires the VN layer to define
flow rules in virtual switch A to direct multimedia traffic to
switches B and C respectively. To ensure the forwarding flow
rules arrive to their intended destination, extra rules would
be needed at the physical 5G network layer for each of the
flows in a switch. The number of flow rules would increase
further when path splitting [8] techniques are used for virtual
link mapping. One of the visions of 5G systems is to enable
logical network slices that will support and meet the specific
demands of use cases such as video streaming and personalized
TV, by making use of big data analytics to shape traffic for
video QoE. Having a high number of rules for a single flow in
5G network would result in 5G VN owners incurring high costs
for their network slices. It may also cause the requests of 5G
VN to be rejected due to the depletion of SN switch memory.
Having a balanced number of forwarding flow rules across the
5G SN is essential to avoid over/under utilization of available

resources and reduce congestion. This would in-turn result in
an improved QoE of transmitted multimedia streaming services
to the end-users. To this end, a dynamic link and switch QoE-
aware resources management in a softwarized 5G network is
necessary to ensure that end-users receive multimedia services
with an improved QoE. A QoE-aware dynamic and demand-
based resource allocation is seen as one possibility of improving
the user’s perceived QoE by allocating more network resources
to specific video flows or by changing the forwarding behavior
of switches.

IV. QOE-AWARE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN
SOFTWARIZED 5G NETWORKS

This section introduces QoESoft, a QoE-aware resource
management system in an SDN-based VN for 5G systems
as shown in Fig. 2. Our proposal includes the QoE-sdnFlow
manager, QoE-sdnFlow monitor modules and a database. These
modules are implemented as an extension to an existing POX
SDN controller. It also consists of an Experience Level Agree-
ments (ELA) [12] module that signifies a well-defined SLA,
mechanisms that focus on the end-user’s QoE. The ELA are
introduced to provide new ways of QoE-based business con-
tracts between service providers and users. The focus of ELA
is on 5G-Quality of Business (5GQoBiz) [9] and QoE-based
multimedia streaming service provisioning to the end-users.
We provide details of the QoE-aware resource management 5G
architecture components as follows.

A. QoE-sdn Flow Monitor

The QoE-sdnFlow monitor is used to monitor the resource
utilisation of mapped virtual link (both link and switch) and the
average loading of the substrate links and switches. This entity
also performs the QoE measurements and QoE-estimation per
multimedia traffic flow. Based on the identified multimedia
traffic type such as (e.g., video/voice), the QoE-sdnFlow mon-
itor selects the QoE estimation/assessment model available for
estimating the QoE. It can also formulate the per-client network
resource requirements (e.g., QoS) and map them to the optimal
per-client QoE using an exponential mapping function shown
below.

Mfunction =

{
QoS = K × (W × BW )
QoE = α × e−(β × QoS) + γ

(1)

W is a weight factor that indicates the degree of QoS metric
for different applications and services. For example, bandwidth
can be the W for DASH video services. K is a constant access
network factor while BW is the bandwidth. γ is a video codec
parameter. α and β are the parameters on the network level for
QoS/QoE service differentiation and personalization (for gold,
silver and bronze users) in softwarized 5G systems.

B. QoE–sdnFlow Manager

The QoE–sdnFlow manager is set to acquire network topol-
ogy information after successful VN to SN mapping and im-
plement QoE based network policies and QoE-aware resource



allocation. It performs the overall customer’s video streaming
experience of multimedia services and enable a QoE-aware
network resources management for softwarized 5G systems. It
further enhance the quality of business through a well-defined
QoE contracts between service providers, operators and end
users. It is worth mentioning that, the QoE-sdnFlow manager is
a state-action oriented entity of which an action on forwarding
flow rules from the SDN switches is taken based on a specific
state.

1) Actions on Flow Rules: We define action as an operation
that is used for forwarding the video packet to a port or an
operation that modifies the transmission of a video packet
to a different path. Addition, modification and deletion of
forwarding flow rules are the three possible actions which can
happen in softwarized switches.

a) Flow Rule Addition: The QoE-sdnFlow manager is re-
sponsible for adding forwarding flow rules to the corresponding
switches for all the virtual links after successful VN to SN map-
ping. With reference to Fig. 2, the SDN controller would add
rules to switches S1, S6, and S2 to establish the substrate path
{S1→S6→S2} for virtual link AB after successful mapping of
VN ABC. The flow rules are also added to the database where
the present and the past resource utilisation and availability are
updated and stored.

b) Flow Rule Deletion: The allocated SN resources are
released when the VN departs or changes its assignment.
Therefore, when a virtual link departs or is migrated, some flow
rules are deleted by the QoE-sdnFlow manager. For example,
when the virtual link AB is migrated from substrate path
{S1→S6→S4} to {S1→S4}, then the flow rule in switch B
corresponding to the previous assignment is deleted because of
becoming useless.

c) Flow Rule Modification: The departure or a change of
a VN assignment for resources in a better substrate path
can trigger a modification to a flow rule. For example, when
there are available resources on the substrate link {S1→S2},
the virtual link AB can be migrated from {S1→S6→S2} to
{S1→S2} which also causes the flow rule in switch S1 to be
modified.

C. Experience Level Agreement Management and QoE Con-
tracts

To formalize the QoE-oriented contracts between customers
and service providers, the proposed resource management ap-
proach incorporates the management aspects of ELA. QoE-
oriented business model that we introduced in our recent
work [9] is also integrated in the softwarized 5G architecture
in Fig. 2. Such an approach is set to foster new business
practices for service providers with a minimum QoE guarantee
to their customers. We envision that, mobile network operators
and service providers in the 5G era should focus towards
QoE marketization through ELA management and QoE-related
contracts, going beyond the current QoS-oriented SLAs.

V. NETWORK MODEL AND QOE-AWARE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM

A. Network Model
The substrate SDN network is modelled as a weighted undi-

rected graph Gs = (Vs, Es) where Vs and Es represents a set
of of SN switches and links respectively. The VN is modelled
as the graph Gi

v = (V i
v , Ei

v) with a set of virtual nodes V i
v

and virtual links Ei
v . Each substrate switch (m...n) ∈ S has a

memory Mm which is the TCAM [6]. TCAM stores the routing
rules given by an SDN controller. The substrate switches m
and n are connected by substrate SDN links lmn ∈ L having a
bandwidth of Bw. The assignment of the ith VN is done using
the node and link assignment as described below.

1) Node assignment: Each virtual node is assigned to a
substrate node formalized as a mapping f iN :V i

v→Vs such that
f iN (v) ∈ Vs, ∀ v ∈ V i

v and f iN (u) = f iN (v) iff u = v.
2) Link assignment: The assignment of each virtual link to

a substrate path between the corresponding substrate nodes is
formalized using the following mapping:f iL:Ei

v→Ps such that
f iL(uv) ∈ Ps(f iN (u), f iN (v)) ∀ (uv) ∈ Ei

v where Ps is the set
of all substrate paths. uv is the set of virtual links from virtual
nodes u to v.
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Fig. 3: QoE-aware resource management algorithm in soft-
warized 5G.

The allocated substrate resources are released when the VN
departs. Furthermore, if an existing VN changes its assignment,
the substrate network will release previously allocated resources
by the old assignment and allocate new network resources based
on the new assignment. The total available resources utilisation
Ru′v′ used by virtual link lu′v′ is defined using equation 2.

Ru′v′ = α
∑

luv∈Plu′v′ )

(Bu′v′) + β
∑

u∈Plu′v′ )

(Mu′) (2)

Plu′v′ indicates the substrate path where the virtual link
lu′v′ has been mapped. For each substrate link onto which it
is mapped, Bu′v′ is the bandwidth used by the video flows
of the virtual link. Mu′ is an SDN switch memory used by
the forwarding flow rules that is associated with it. It is worth
noting that, each virtual links is evaluated to determine the
available resources, Ru′v′ every time a VN is mapped onto the
SN.

The available substrate resources Au′v′ as shown in equation
3 for each virtual link lu′v′ is defined as the total amount of



resources available for all switches and links on the substrate
path Plu′v′ . Priority is given to the substrate links or switches
that has less resources especially when decisions has to be made
on which virtual links to migrate.

Au′v′ = α
∑

luv∈Plu′v′ )

(Buv −B
′

uv) + β
∑

u∈Plu′v′ )

(Mu)−M
′

u)

(3)
where M

′

u indicates the total memory of the substrate switch u
that is currently allocated to the virtual switches where it has
been mapped. B

′

uv indicates the total bandwidth of the substrate
link luv that is allocated to virtual links. The weights Wu′v′ of
virtual links in the network are defined by equation 4.

Wu′v′ = λRu′v′ − µAu′v′ (4)

where λ and µ are constants that determine the resource
utilisation or the availability of resources on the substrate links
respectively.

B. QoE-aware Resource Management Algorithm

Fig. 3 shows the QoE resource management algorithm con-
sidered in this paper. We extended the approach proposed in
[2] by implementing two important modules for QoE manage-
ment and resource allocations. The mapping or SN resource
assignment to individual nodes and links of VN is one of the
fundamental operations of network virtualization. Specifically,
each virtual node is assigned to one of the substrate nodes and
each virtual link is assigned to a substrate path that connects
the corresponding end nodes.

In the multimedia streaming use case scenario shown in
Fig. 1, VN demands can arrive at any time instance and as is
the case for requests to setup VNs with different topologies and
lifetimes. Upon the arrival of a VN request, the topology map-
ping to the SN is performed to achieve low and balanced load
on both substrate nodes and links. If the mapping is successful,
the dynamic QoE-sdnFlow manager module is triggered, oth-
erwise other VNs’ requests are considered. The QoE-sdnFlow
manager ensures that, during a given VN service period, then
link remapping/migrations can be done. Such a mechanism
increases the substrate resource utilization efficiency that allows
the substrate network to accommodate more VNs with limited
resources and reduce congestion. The weight Wu′v′ for each
virtual link lu′v′ is recomputed by the QoE-sdnFlow manager
when a previously accepted request departs or the VN request
is accepted.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

A. Experimental Testbed

To evaluate the credibility of our approach, we extended the
POX controller by implementing the QoE-sdnFlow and QoE-
sdnFlow manager modules that perform the QoE estimation
and QoE optimization to enhance the end-user’s QoE in 5G
networks. The ’Big Buck Bunny’ video sequence with video
resolution of 1920x1080 pixels and a duration of 9 minutes
and 56 seconds was used for video transmission. The video

Fig. 4: Experimental testbed for 5G softwarized network

sequence was encoded based on ffmpeg version 3.3.4 with
the libx265 and segmented (at 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 seconds)
using the GPAC MP4Box [13] for 3 different video resolutions
(360p, 480p, 720p) with video encoding rate of 1.0888 Mbps,
1.536 Mbps and 2.496 Mbps respectively. The video segments
were then stored in Apache server that is attached to the
Mininet prototype running in a virtual machine as shown in
Fig. 4. We consider 500 VN arrivals during video streaming
and run experiments 20 times from the server to the DASH
client. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the topologies for VN requests
are generated using Brite [14] while the SN is created in
Mininet [15]. The greedy algorithm presented in [8] is adapted
to perform virtual to SN mapping through a node mapping.
The Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) [16] approach is used to
perform link mapping. The bandwidth demand for virtual links
configured on the SN as shown in Fig. 4 for edge, aggregation
and core layer are 3 Mbps, 4 Mbps and 5 Mbps respectively.

The reception quality ρ [17] is used for video quality mea-
surements. The ρ is defined as the ratio between download net-
work throughput and video encoding rate (e.g., Dthput/Vrate).
The ρ quantify the impact of playback quality on the user’s
viewing experience during video streaming. The video has good
reception quality if ρ > 1 otherwise the video has poor recep-
tion quality. We also use the average switch and link resource
utilization to measure the utilization of substrate resources in
softwarized networks. The average switch utilization is defined
as the average proportion of the total substrate switch capacity
that is used during video streaming. The average link resource
utilization is the total substrate link bandwidth capacity that is
used at any given time during video streaming.

B. Experimental Results and Discussion

1) Average link resources utilization: Fig. 5a shows the
average link resource utilization for our proposed approach. It
is evident that, QoESoft achieves better performance in terms of
link resources utilization. This is due to the fact that, resources
are mapped efficiently based on the requirements of user’s VN
requests. The results indicate that as the number of VN requests
increases the link utilization also increases. Fig. 5b indicates
the average switch resource utilization for 500 VN requests.
Again, QoESoft achieves better results compared to when our
approach is not used during video streaming. For example, at
350 VN requests, QoESoft achieves 78% of switch resources



(a) Average link resources utilization (b) Average switch resources utilization (c) Average video reception quality for 720p resolution

Fig. 5: Average resources utilization and video quality measurements

utilizations while when it is not used, only 48% resources are
used utilized.

2) Video quality measurements: The results in Fig. 5c in-
dicate that the video streaming experience using QoESoft is
good for every VN requests because the quality reception for
720p resolution is >1. The video streaming experience for users
is attributed by efficient utilization of resources for both link
and switch in softwarized 5G systems. It is worth noting that,
under/over-utilization of network resources is one of the factor
that contributes to poor video quality and QoE-unfairness in
DASH video streaming [9].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper is the first attempt towards developing QoE-aware
resource management that consider both link and SDN switch
resources in softwarized networks. We propose QoESoft, a
5G network softwarization approach for multimedia streaming
services that performs an autonomic resource management in
future softwarized 5G networks. Preliminary results indicate
that, not only QoESoft achieves better performance in terms
of network resources utilization but it also provides a good
video streaming watching experience to the end users. Our
future work will replicate this study and investigate resource
management mechanisms for multimedia streaming services in
5G network slicing.
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